
Braywood 1XI vs HURLEY 1XI – 4th July 2015 
 

BRAYWOOD 1XI 
Y Ahmed c Singh b Brown 19 

D Cox c Simoes b Akhtar 18 

N Jathaveden c Singh b Bhagwani 22 

A Raza c Akhtar b Basherat 78 

M Waheed c Brown b Bhagwani 15 

H Akhtar st Simoes b Ridgeway 19 

F Shah st Simoes b Ridgeway 20 

R McDermott c Basherat b Ridgeway 2 

P Vijayan Not Out 36 

S Bennett Not Out  5 

J Murthy 

 Extras 10 

 Total 242-8 

 

R Brown 11-149-1  

N Akhtar 12-0-50-1 M Basherat 8-1-40-1 

V Bhagwani 15-1-65-2 P Ridgeway 5-0-33-3 

 

HURLEY 
A Morgans c Ahmed b Vijayan 15 

D Simoes c Murthy b Vijayan 47 

N Akhtar b Vijayan 2 

V Bhagwani c Waheed b Bennett 4 

S Taylor c McDermott b Bennett 8 

R Brown c Shah b McDermott 31 

J Woodhams b Shah 0 

P Ridgeway c Jathaveden b Shah 5 

R Singh b Shah 1 

D Walton Not Out 0 

M Basherat c Ahmed b Shah 0 

 Extras 9 

 Total 122ao 

 

In a complete reversal of the corresponding match earlier in the season, Hurley fell to a 

disappointing 120 run defeat at Braywood. With only two league victories all season, alarm 

bells are beginning to sound louder than Maria Sharapova on Centre Court. Despite the 

humid heat, Hurley won the toss and elected to field despite the hamstring of another late 

player call off and the designated keeper simply not showing up and letting the team down. 

A full team was assembled and two early wickets saw the home side reduced to 38-2 with 

the returning Ross Brrown (1-49) and ever reliable Naeem Akhtar (1-50) taking a wicket 

apiece. But an 80 run 3rd wicket stand between Jathavedan (22) and skipper Raza (78) 

swung the match back to the home side. Jathavedan then slapped a full toss to cover 

where Raj Singh took a comfortable catch and the fluent Raza was snaffled at long off by 

Akhtar as Mo Basherat (1-40) claimed the crucial wicket. But nearly all of the Braywood 

batters contributed and a final flourish from Vijayan (36not) ensured Braywood declared 

after 51 overs on a healthy 242-8. Phil Ridgeway picked up late wickets thanks to some 

excellent keeping from stand in keeper Dave Simoes with two sharp stumpings and 

conceding only one bye. Tea and shade was gratefully taken at 4.25. 

 

 A solid start from Alan Morgans (15) and Simoes (47) laid a good foundation of 38 in 15 overs 

before Morgans got frustrated and pulled Vijayan to mid-wicket with Braywood starting with 

spin and the old ball. But as so often with Hurley, their batters failed to value their wickets. 



Akhtar (2) was unlucky with one that failed to get higher than a banker’s belly but Bhagwani 

(4) lofted to mid off and Steve Taylor (8) drove hard but at a nice height to fall in the same 

area. Ross Brown (31) entertained with some majestic hitting but as the field spread to the 

boundary he failed to clear a very deep mid-on who juggled the ball before completing the 

catch. At 113-6 only Simoes stood sentinel but with only Ridgeway (5) to come and a long 

tail, the game was up. Hurley folded to Shah (4-14), dismissed for a very poor 122 in 40 overs. 

Simoes was the 8th wicket to fall after his long vigil and Mo Basherat was sent out to ‘block 

the hell out of it’ and get Hurley to 125. He slapped his 3rd ball aerially to end the innings and 

be asked ‘what part of block didn’t you understand?’  

 

If Hurley is to survive in Division 2 they need more consistency of availability, value their 

wickets early for a late flourish and put more pressure on opposition batsmen. Hurley only 

managed one maiden last week and 3 this week. Despite this, the morale is high and the 

game played in excellent spirit. 


